
MSA Booster notes 12/3/18 

6:30 

Classroom work updates 

• mood boards for Richard, most everyone did. read the play, vision and communicate in 
poster/collage. Interesting, various levels of design, great thought process. Great, will probably 
do every show now. Relevant things to think about for the producer – economy, logistics, travel – 
valuable exercise  

• spoon river Wednesday, classical monologues before Xmas break. Slow now for freshman songs, 
pick up slack later with DeTurk 

• Could do a tap show if we wanted, some committed some not interested. Background is good, kids 
respond better to Tripp than others in past, more commanding and exacting, challenging them 

Grades 

• Meeting with Christy Stocker for grading help tomorrow – hard time with numerics, 4 point scale 
1=D, 0=50%. One missed assignment pulls it down so hard. Will figure it out, but may be a rude 
awakening with grades pulled down. Maybe change personal system next semester. Aeries is not 
friendly 

Richard III update 

• mature and scary and challenging – Lewis and Grace worked really hard at the cut down one-act, 
really good and made it doable, but it was 65 minutes. expert Elizabeth Malzan chopped it more, 
kept to bare bones with vital passages. Lots of enthusiasm, but pulled back at memorizing for 
audition. Nebulous for a while, forged ahead (royalty fee) – strong cast, excited by it. Will be 
difficult and hopefully extremely rewarding experience. Don’t always understand what they are 
doing, but usually finish excited. Really proud so far. 

• musical and if we can resurrect it for Showcase is still undetermined 

Lenaea 

• Chaperones and help needed – probably 28 students will likely be going = 8 chaperones 
• will need bus & truck driver, plus fingerprints/drivers – please email Mr Franz to share 

interest/plan 
• want to reward people in the play with musical theatre (panel of judges to decide and rank 

singers) and scene spots 
• All scenes will be done by Richard actors 
• Really nice to have communal one-act focus be the main thing, not so spread out 
• will be performed as an invitational before Lenaea, and perhaps take it to Chapman and Mother 

Lode as well 
• Thai restaurant buffet celebration, 25 rooms booked at hotel 

Chapman – Feb 15-17, the weekend before mid-winter break 



• Richard most likely [will figure out how/what within the group, can only bring 8 minutes – what’s 
the best cut?] 

• Maybe not Disneyland 
• Workshops are excellent, great to perform, cool to be on college campus 
• needs about 3 days of rehearsal out of school play 
• 15 children + however many parents it takes  

Spring play selection/auditions? 

• Have some commitments already 
• reading huge stack of selections, time limit is challenging. either seasoned or very responsive kids 

to ensure process doesn’t become difficult 
• Have to cast before Xmas break, so they can memorize during break 
• Opens March 22 – needs to consider 2 or 3 weekends – will sit down with administrators and cast 

may determine length of run 
• If musical, would be tiny cast like Spelling Bee or Fantasticks. But most likely will be a small show 

either way 
• 3 day maximum conflicts 
• Must be available during ski week 

January 11 night Studio Night 

Birdie Celebration and film Sunday January 13 

Showcase: March 2nd, new location Marin Civic Center 

• Not sure of the cutting, can it be ready – may be able to use the video to cut and figure out. 
Want to discuss favorite bits. Could do a play snippet, just a song or number (Sincere is polished 
and done) – hopefully need it for Rita Moreno later anyway, should be working on it 

• Justin – long conversation with Nicola Barnaal – remind everyone here that this is REALLY 
important, actual theater at the Civic Center – I am dying to see the Maxi at Showcase, as a 
fundraiser the parents are going to show up (we always go up before the paddles) 

Mother Lode Drama Festival 

• similar to the other festivals, would probably take Richard 
• April 26-27, Gold country 

Words & Music – May 2-3-4 

AP testing is May 7-18 

Rita Moreno – Monday May 13 

Reimbursments – if we owe you money, PLEASE submit receipts with a form [on website in Theatre 
Documents under Parents, called Check Reimbursement] 

Booster leadership meet in January to discuss roles next year 



New shadow days (lack thereof) are hard and confusing – no performances on tour, no hanging out with 
the kids, no chance to get to know them -- not as effective on either side. If you know kids who are 
interested, encourage actual shadowing, we are springing for pizza. There is shadow space left and 
maybe we can add [apprarently shadows were ditched historically] 

No Studio Night this Friday, will have to reschedule, need to find availability 

over at 7:29pm 


